
Worksheet 

ENGLISH - Class – 4 

I. UNSEEN PASSAGE: 

Read the given passage and answer the following questions: 

It was a dry summer. The animal in the forest were beginning to find it 

difficult to get food. 

A bear, a wolf and a jackal thought it would be better to join hands 

with a lion and do the hunting. They approached the lion and he too 

agreed. Four of them went for hunting and came across a buffalo. The 

fox and wolf chased it and the bear intercepted the buffalo. The lion 

killed him. 

The fox made shares out of the buffalo. When they started to take 

their shares, the lion roared and said “Well friends, the first share is mine 

for my leadership, the second share is mine for it is I who killed it, the 

third share is also mine for I need for my cubs. Anyone who needs a 

share can take the fourth. But before that you will have to win a fight 

against me.” 

All the three animals left the place without a single word. 

 

Questions:- 

1. What problem did the animals face in the summer? 

2. Which animals wanted to join the lion in hunting? 

3. Which animal killed the buffalo? 

4. Pick out any four noun words from the above passage. 
 

 
II. PARAGRAPH WRITING: 

Write a paragraph of about fifteen lines on any four topics given 
below: 

1. A Hot Summer Day 

2. A Rainy Day 

3. A Holiday at Home 

4. Our School Picnic 

5. My Family 

6. My Hobby 



III. MESSAGE WRITING: 

Write a message on the following topics: 

1. Message to your mother regarding reaching home late from 

school due to final rehearsal for school annual day programme. 

2. Message to your friend as you are not well today and would not 

join your friends for the evening cricket match in the garden. 

 

 
IV. STORY WRITING: 

Form a story with the given hints. Also add a suitable title: 
 

Farmer in a village ---- had a hen ---- golden egg ---- farmer became 
rich ---- by selling ---- He ---- greedy ---- thought to get all eggs 
together killed the hen ---- found no eggs. 
 

 

V. Make your own sentences from the words given below: 

1. today 2. clock 3. prayer 4. call 5. letter 6. house 7.virus 

8. people 9. alone 10. very 
 

 
GRAMMAR SECTION 

 
SENTENCES 

 

VI. Which is the subject in the given sentences? 

1. My brother lives in Delhi. 

2. They walk. 

3. Rohan has a pet dog. 

4. The stranger is shouting loudly. 

5. Open the window. 

NOUNS 
 

VII. Write the nouns from the given sentences: 

1. Uma is a lawyer. 2. She speaks to her mother. 

3.  I like apples. 4. The book fell from the table. 
5. I love my family. 

 



SINGULAR TO PLURAL 
 

VIII. Change the given Nouns into plural form: 

1. ox 2. man 3. thief 4. jar 5. girl 6. woman 

7. wife 8. child 9. bus 10. class 11. sheep 12. brush 
 

 
          COMMON NOUNS AND PROPER NOUNS 

 

IX. Separate into Common Nouns and Proper Nouns: 
 

1. Boy 2. Bruno 3. City 4. Village 

5. Earth 6. Car 7. Maya 8. Indore 

 

PRONOUNS 
 

X. Write the Pronouns from the given sentences: 
 

1. He went to a shop.  2. Are you coming to the party? 
 

3.  I saw the President. 4. They are fighting. 

5. She came to school.  6. We like watching movies. 
 

ADJECTIVES 
 

XI. Fill in the blanks with the adjectives given in the bracket: 
 

[small,  beautiful,  long,       rich,  cute] 

1. The puppy is  . 

2. The farmer lived in a  hut. 

3. What a  dress that is! 

4. It was a  snake. 

5. Bunty’s dad was very  . 
 
 

XII. Give the opposite of the given adjectives: 
 

1. rich  X    

2. young X    

3. Good X    

4. Black X    

5. Hot X    

6. Clean X    

7. Fast X    

8. Big X    

 

 



 

DEGREES OF COMPARISON 
(ADJECTIVES) 

 

XIII. Write the positive or comparative or superlative degrees of the 
following: 

 

Positive Comparative Superlative 
 

1. Big 

2.     

Bigger 

Taller 

Biggest 

Tallest 

3. Small       

4. Short    _   

5.     Longer    

6. Fast    Fastest 

7. Strong       

8. Beautiful More Beautiful Most Beautiful 

9.        Most intelligent 

10. Difficult       

 

 


